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SAFETY, SECURITY, AND PRIVACY FOR CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are composed of physical and software components that are intertwined for providing
smart monitoring and control, eventually including also humans in the loop. CPSs systems are characterized by
flexibility and adaptability and can change their behaviour depending on the operating context. Advances in CPS will
enable new capabilities and will improve adaptability, scalability, and usability while reducing their vulnerabilities and
privacy threats.
Examples of CPS include, but are not limited to, smart grids, systems for smart farming, autonomous transportation,
medical implants, process control, wireless sensor networks, robotics and manufacturing.
The complexity and the heterogeneity of CPSs require novel security and privacy technologies for reducing
vulnerabilities and improving resilience and robustness against fast-changing attacks and threats. Mission critical CPSs
have to include security and privacy protection by design, because of the risks and the huge impact that CPS incidents
or failures may have both on its digital and physical components.
Goal of this technical session is to present novel, revolutionary, and multidisciplinary approaches that ensure the
security of current and emerging cyber-physical systems, with special focus on threats and vulnerabilities that depend
on the different fields.
The research goals of this technical session lay at the confluence of cybersecurity, privacy, and cyber-physical systems,
with special focus on security and privacy issues that are due to the combination and coordination between physical
and computational elements. The technical session will promote research and reflect the most recent advances on
security and privacy in cyber physical systems. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
- Attack mitigation in CPS;
- Authentication and access control for CPS;
- Availability, recovery, and auditing for CPS;
- Data protection in CPS;
- Intrusion detection in CPS;
- Key management for CPS;
- Security and privacy for specific CPSs (e.g., EV charging systems, Smart grids, ITSs);
- Security and privacy of the blockchain for CPSs and IoT;
- Security protocols for CPS;
- Threat models for CPS.
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